
TECHNICAL FEATURES 

M A T E R I A L  

  High strength wrought aluminium alloy 

M A N U F A C T U R E  

  Closed-die precision forging, heat treatment and machining of 100% 

of surfaces 

W E I G H T  

  8990g per set ( assembled wheels, variations of ±200g depending 

on specific application) 

D I M E N S I O N S  

  Front      3,5 x  16,5 - 17 ”  

Rear      4,25 - 4,50 - 5,00 - 5,40 x 17 ”  

C O M P A T I B I L I T Y  

  

Completely interchangeable with standard fitment, except for the 

sprocket which requires replacement with a “ Marchesini standard ”  

compatible model ( available at all main producers )   

N O T E S  

  Supplied ready for assembly, complete with black anodized 7075 

Aluminium fittings  














 

M10RR M10RR --  KOMPE MOTARD is a monolithic forged aluminium KOMPE MOTARD is a monolithic forged aluminium 

wheel for application on supermoto.wheel for application on supermoto.   

It is a newIt is a new--generation wheel, designed and continuously im-generation wheel, designed and continuously im-

proved in order to maximise the performance and satisfy the most proved in order to maximise the performance and satisfy the most 

extreme requests of the supermoto world.extreme requests of the supermoto world.   

Similar to KOMPE in terms of design but deeply reviewed to Similar to KOMPE in terms of design but deeply reviewed to 

achieve the specific needs of supermoto, this wheel contains all achieve the specific needs of supermoto, this wheel contains all 

Marchesini experience in racing bringing many important advan-Marchesini experience in racing bringing many important advan-

tages with respect to spoke wheels:tages with respect to spoke wheels:   

Weight saving and reduction of rolling inertia for improved han-Weight saving and reduction of rolling inertia for improved han-

dling and reduction of braking and acceleration distancesdling and reduction of braking and acceleration distances   

Use of tubeless tyres allowing further weight reduction and reduc-Use of tubeless tyres allowing further weight reduction and reduc-

ing the risk of punctureing the risk of puncture  

Increase of flexional and torsional stiffness for more riding preci-Increase of flexional and torsional stiffness for more riding preci-

sion sion   

Improvement of tyre performance which can reach and maintain Improvement of tyre performance which can reach and maintain 

easily the optimum temperature easily the optimum temperature   

  

In comparison with the spoke wheels on the market, “ KOMPE In comparison with the spoke wheels on the market, “ KOMPE 

Motard ”  is the market leader in terms of increased stiffness, Motard ”  is the market leader in terms of increased stiffness, 

weight and inertia reduction ( around 15% ) . weight and inertia reduction ( around 15% ) .   

Thanks to those evident advantages, Marchesini wheels domi-Thanks to those evident advantages, Marchesini wheels domi-

nate the prestigious AMA championship, having this year col-nate the prestigious AMA championship, having this year col-

lected many successes such as  “ Los Angeles Xlected many successes such as  “ Los Angeles X --Games ”  and Games ”  and 

“ M ettet Superbiker ”  with Ivan Lazzarini. “ M ettet Superbiker ”  with Ivan Lazzarini.   


